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INFOSYS CEO “VISHAL SIKKA” GOT RS 48.73 CR SALARY DURING 

FY16; PAY PACKAGE MAY RISE BY 50% IN FY17 
 “STUDY IN INDIA” “INNOVATION AND INVENTION” IN INDIA, “EARN FOR INDIA” THEN “MAKE IN INDIA” “PLUG SKILL GAPS”   

       
By: M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru: Reportedly Infosys CEO Vishal Sikka received a total salary of Rs 48.73 crore for the fiscal 2015-16, according to the discloures made in the the company's 

annual report, and this compensation level is set to increase by 50% for the current financial year as per the renewed agreement announced in February this year. The total compensation paid to Vishal Sikka 

includes a basic salary of Rs 5.96 crore, retiral benefits of Rs 0.33 crore and bonus & incentive component includes Rs 6.29 crore. During FY17, Sikka will receive a total compensation of $11 million (Rs 73.7 crore 

approximately), which will be effective from January 2017. This includes annual base pay of $1 million (Rs 6.7 crore) and variable pay of $3 million (Rs 20.1 croe) with a significant component being the stock option 

of $7 million (Rs 46.9 crore). In comparison the earlier compensation structure was $7.08 million for FY16. The board of Infosys has already extended the term of Sikka till 2021 in recognition for restoring the 

company's leadership in the industry and setting the goals for the next five years which are likely to be achieved. Sikka was formally appointed as CEO for a period from August 1, 2014 to June 13, 2018. Now the 

new agreement will be with effect from April 1, 2016 until March 31, 2021. Sikka has laid out an ambitious goal for Infosys by 2020 to achieve a revenue of $20 billion with an operating profit margin of 30% and an 

average revenue per employee of $80,000. The next in command to Sikka, chief operating officer U B Pravin Rao receive. IT major Infosys has reportedly increased the salary of its top executives but the base scale 

for entry-level software engineers has not changed for more than five years..Infosys pays around Rs 23-27,000 for entry-level software engineers with BE and Rs 12-15,000 for entry-level BSc freshers, according to 

sources. According to experts, starting salaries offered by other IT companies are in the same range. Information technology is one of the most important mass employer in the country today providing significant 

value   addition and employment creation. 

Mr Modi, always endearingly, admitting that “He may not a big economist" but India has many biggest economists like Dr Manmohan Singh and others and he conveniently forget to mention about facts. These 

omission and commissions make India weak at international level. He should not make India belittle in front of the world .Make in India concept should not become loot India concept. Fire up this spirit of innovation 

and invention in India, beyond invoking ancient glories? Reportedly three things are central to American dominance in this sphere: an ecosystem that encourages risk-taking, a market that provides capital and 

funding, and a social ethos that does not stigmatise failure. India should understand currency wars .Need to understand American currency system.RBI is way behind the American Banking system.RBI need to 

innovates itself. Indian Government needs to extend your support to “Come, study in India”. “Come, innovate in India”, “Come, research in India”, “Come, design products in India”, “Come, Get well in India”. 

“Come, partner with India”. Make in India would be a great thing if industrial production, in particular labour-intensive manufacturing, could blossom in India along with educate India educate world ensuring 

quality education for the world. India is Grukul to the world. At the same time Indian companies should also be allowed to grow with their own products and invocations make them in India and sell to the world. 

The make in India and Package and label it in US should not happen and same product sell it with US label to India itself should not happen. Make in India should not become loot in India and sell to the world 

.There is needed a re-think on make in India concept. India should make it a point to provide all these facilities to students so that we can reduce the export of talent and increase its import from the other countries. 

The change then has to begin in the schools. Mere slogans or late-stage government intervention will not result in Make in India and Start Up India.Despite knowing where the problem lies in change in education 

system , India is yet to free itself from the stranglehold of textbook mastery , in an education system . Online education with lab only colleges is need of the hour. The day you visit a school and find students hunched 

over devices and contraptions, equipment and appliances, rather than just textbooks and notebooks, is the day Make in India would have started up. 

There is urgent need to plug skill gaps in India by clubbing make in India and study in India both together and there is no need that our students go abroad .what they get in education abroad can be provided in 

India .Our education sector need to be updated as that of education abroad in UK and US as teachers there teaching are most of them are Indians. Don’t you think ‘Make In India’, launched by Narendra Modi 

should be extended to the education sector as well? Here is a list of education trends that are followed abroad and should be picked up in India to boost the education sector of the country. Narendra Modi need to add 

most important sector in his speeches  .He should modify his speech add vital points to it like “Come, study in India”. “Come, innovate in India”, “Come, research in India”, “Come, design products in India”, “Come, 

Get well in India”. “Come, partner with India”. His following speech need to be modified accordingly.  

“Let’s resolve to steer the country to one destination. We have it in us to move in that direction .Come, make in India”, “Come, manufacture in India”. Sell in any country of the world but manufacture here. We have 

got skill, talent, discipline, and determination to do something. We want to give the world a favourable opportunity that come here, “Come, Make in India” and we will say to the world, from electrical to electronics, 

“Come, Make in India”, from automobiles to agro value addition “Come, Make in India”, paper or plastic, “Come, Make in India”, satellite or submarine “Come, Make in India”. Our country is powerful. Come, I 

am giving you an invitation.”   Narendra Modi. Narendra Modi need not invite the world itself will come to India. 

Mr Modi, always endearingly, admitting that  "He may  not a big economist" but India has many biggest economists like Dr Manmohan Singh and he forget to mention about facts..Mr Modi, endearingly, admitted 

in his speech "I am not a big economist" while urging investors not to think of India only as a big emerging market, but also as a place for production. As he suggests, achieving that requires progress in a host of 

areas. He spoke of an urgent need for skills development as far too many of India's youngsters are poorly prepared for globally competitive work (though that is a huge mission, since it means fixing a rotten school 

and university system) and identifying 21 clusters for industrial development. He spelt out how infrastructure would improve (but not where massive capital to fund that will come from). Laudably, he emphasised 

the need to make India a far easier place to do business by scrapping red-tape and oppressive rules, mentioning a recent meeting he reportedly had had with the World Bank to discuss India's awful ranking—

134th—on its annual "ease of doing business" assessment. Mr Modi thinks India should aim to be ranked much higher, quickly, in the top 50 countries.The Launch of the 'Start-Up India' movement on the 16th of 

January in New Delhi. The event was aimed at  to celebrate the entrepreneurship spirit of India's youth and was attended by CEOs and founders of top start-ups from across the country. Refer  

http://www.makeinindia.com/ .. 

According to press reports, There seems to be a significant skill gap in the country as 80% of the engineering graduates are "unemployable," reportedly says a report, highlighting the need for an upgraded education 

and training system. Educational institutions train millions of youngsters but corporate often complain that they do not get the necessary skill and talent required for a job. According to Employability Report, which 

is based on a study of more than 1,50,000 engineering students who graduated in 2015 from over 650 colleges, 80% of the them are unemployable. "Engineering has become the de-facto graduate degree for a large 

chunk of students today. However, along with improving the education standards, it is quintessential that we evolve our undergraduate programmes to make them more job centric," Now that we are planning to 

manufacture everything in India why not extend these thoughts to the medium of education as well. It is a known fact that India is a hub of engineers and doctors. We are a storehouse of talented and energetic youth. 

Then why should these valuable resources look out to other countries for education? Why not equip India with the things that attract these students to universities abroad. Make in India, which as of now is just 

focusing on the manufacturing and business aspect, should also include education. Our next motive obviously should be- Make Education in India. 

The things reportedly acting as a crowd puller for Indian students who go abroad are listed below. India should make it a point to provide all these facilities to students so that we can reduce the export of talent and 

increase its import from the other countries. The change then has to begin in the schools. Mere slogans or late-stage government intervention will not result in Make in India and Start Up India.Despite knowing 

where the problem lies in change in education system , India is yet to free itself from the stranglehold of textbook mastery , in an education system . Online education with lab only colleges is need of the hour. The day 

you visit a school and find students hunched over devices and contraptions, equipment and appliances, rather than just textbooks and notebooks, is the day Make in India would have started up. 

 1. Independence of choosing your own subjects in School: Students abroad have the liberty of choosing the subjects they want to take, a practise in which India is lagging behind. Students should be able to make 

their pick on the areas they want to lay their focus on. In addition to the compulsory subjects students abroad can chose over a few class subjects (electives) also. This helps students to remain focussed at the very 

beginning of their careers and gain clarity about their future. India still has a long way ahead to coping with this practise. The school curriculum abroad also gives importance to arts subjects and the creative career 

options as opposed to India where these are just a part of the extra-curricular activities. 

 2. Daily Jobs: A very healthy practice in the education system across the globe is teaching things that are applicable in the daily lives of the students. Apart from subjects like carpentry, plumbing, gardening, driving 

lessons, focus is also given to subjects where students learn about anatomy, nutrition, first aid, sexuality, drug awareness, and birth control. While these are an integral part of the curriculum abroad, India is yet to 

include these things of grave importance as a part of the high school education. These are very essential for the overall development of the individuals. 

 3. Courses: There is an ocean full of options available for students in India today, yet we still lag behind in the number and types of courses that attract our students abroad. New courses should be introduced in 

India. We should rise above the clichéd career options and make way for new and the so called off- beat careers that are now attracting mass audience towards them. It is essential that all jobs and careers are given 

the same amount of recognition and importance in the education system. Not only will this reduce the number of Indian students going abroad for education but it will also help in inviting foreign students to study in 

India. 

 4. Global Atmosphere and Students Exchange Programmes: An exposure to the global atmosphere is what appeals to the students who cross the border for higher education. Students are exposed to a universal work 

culture which helps them sustain all across the globe. They are made to face global challenges and work methodically to survive the international market. Student Exchange Programmes is yet another measure 

which helps to hone the skills of the students in accordance with the global expectations. There are a handful of Indian universities that offer exchange programmes and send their students abroad for a semester or 

two to grab the basics of the international working standards. There is an increase in the collaborations of Indian educational institutes with the international universities. Hence, the takers for exchange programmes 

have seen a substantial increase. Such practises should be picked up by all universities for the overall growth of the students. 

http://www.makeinindia.com/
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 5. Overall Classroom Experience: Technology is the real deal in classrooms today. Computer is class room computer is research center computer is play ground computer is everything today. Students should use 

MOOCS.Most foreign universities are competing in the kind of technologies that their universities are adopting for teaching purposes. Education is yet another area that has been taken down by the digital world and 

everyone is neck deep in competition to provide the students with the best learning tools. A huge section of the schools in India have turned to smart boards to make learning more interactive and attractive for the 

students. Universities in India also have adopted a lot of new techniques to provide the students with the best learning experience. Despite all these efforts, India is still crawling in comparison to universities across 

the globe. Students today are smart and it is only justified that they should be taught in the smartest way to complement their skills. 

6. Scholarships: How many Indian Universities do you know off that offer scholarships to students? Not many, of course and nowhere close to the numbers foreign universities boast off. The foreign universities make 

sure that that their students do not miss out on the education due to lack of funds. The universities provide as much financial aid to deserving candidates as possible. When we talk about India this is a practice that 

should be given more importance than it receives today. There are a lot of deserving candidates for whom their financial instability puts a full stop to their education. With abundant talent and enough opportunities 

to utilize that talent, India should really fasten its belt and provide the necessary help to the deserving students who have the potential to outperform many others. Talent should never go waste and that is exactly why 

universities abroad make sure that money is not a limiting factor in the progress of its citizens. In fact these universities also provide scholarships to international students, to promote and attract international students to its 

universities, such a practise is a must for a developing country like ours. 

7. Job Opportunities for Students: There are a majority of students who prefer earning while pursuing their graduation. The countries abroad have a more student friendly working atmosphere where students are 

paid on an hourly basis. The class timings are also such that they can be managed well with the part time jobs that students take up. India has no such facilities for students, the freelance job opportunities that are 

the only ray of hope for students are just a means to exploit their talent. The students are hardly offered a respectable amount for the ideas and the hard work they put in. Students look out for jobs while pursuing 

their education for money as well as industry experience. Part-time jobs prove to be a great option of extra earning for those who wish to be independent. Universities abroad have all the provisions to help students 

sustain and become independent. They are paid by the number of hours they devote in serving an organisation. The pay is also in respectable numbers as opposed to the trend in India. Such practises should be 

encouraged in the Indian work domain as well to provide the students with the right facilities they need. 

 8. Facilities: Online education infrastructure with supported by labs and computer Labs Students who are pursuing education from the foreign universities have a lot of facilities to help them sail through their 

journey as a student. They are entitled to a number of privileges which makes the students crave for the student life even more. So much so is the craving that at times students don’t wish to opt out of the university 

life due to the fear of losing out on the facilities of the student life and they continue with further education. Foreign Universities have special travel discounts, special deals for accommodation, restaurant offers, a 

24*7 library, banking facilities, loans and a lot more in its kitty. All in all being a student is a huge boner in other countries. India has these student facilities but then they are not implemented properly. The students 

are not aware of them and most importantly they are not put into practice the way they should. The education bodies should implement such facilities on a more serious note, bring awareness about them and also ink 

down more of these privileges. These just act as a medium to attract students and should be a very important criterion for our country to boost the education sector. 

 9. No Corruption: Education scams occupy a huge area of the front page of our newspapers. What is sad is that the area is just increasing with every passing year. Seat blocking scam, donations, affiliation scams 

and all types of forgery are clouding the education sector in India. Deserving candidates often lose out on opportunities because their seats are often bought by candidates who least deserve them. The education 

sector should be transparent and should give importance to talent and skills instead of the big bank accounts. The foreign universities refrain from indulging in such practises and hence students in India look out for 

options rather than sticking to their own country. Many people are students of self taught University .This is a solid path for those of you who want to complete a Computer Science course on your own time, for free, 

with courses from the best universities in the World.In our opinion the curriculum, we gave and will give preference to MOOC (Massive Open Online Course) style courses because those courses were created with self  

learning in mind. Internet is biggest class room biggest University biggest library biggest research center. This can be used for self learning. Self teaching exists, Innovation comes from one self exploring the vast 

areas in which they have passion. A Degree means nothing, knowledge means everything. But going to college or university is not just about training yourself for a job. It's about socialization. It's about learning how 

to learn things. And it's often good to be forced to learn things you didn't think you needed to know. This possible also when you learn through MOOCS. 

You certainly do not need a university to learn in this modern age, universities are now boxes you put money and time into and get a network and a certificate out of. Self-taught in any field is just as good as 

academic study, provided it produces the necessary result. Before you earn a PhD, you can rely to some extent on other people to teach you things. After you finish a PhD, almost everything you learn past that point 

will be self-taught. There are many people who never went to school but they are masters in their business . They study at self taught University. That is what a PhD is all about in the most fundamental sense; it is 

learning how to learn about just about anything you need to learn. Once you pass that point, you will rarely be able to find a teacher for anything you want to learn, so it all becomes self-taught learning. Reportedly 

When Steve Siebold was a broke college student, his quest to become rich began with one interview — with a millionaire, he told US News & World Report. Since then, he's interviewed more than 1,200 of the world's 

wealthiest people over the past three decades and become a self-made millionaire himself.In his research, he noticed a pastime the rich have in common: They self-educate by reading."Walk into a wealthy person's 

home and one of the first things you'll see is an extensive library of books they've used to educate themselves on how to become more successful," Siebold writes. "The middle class reads novels, tabloids, and 

entertainment magazines.".Rich people would rather be educated than entertained.  

Today everybody is trying to turn into an entrepreneur . The ERP next is business management system for entrepreneurs . ERPNext is a comprehensive and affordable ERP solution containing modules that allow 

small and medium businesses to manage planning, budgeting, inventory and supply chain management, accounting and human resources. ERPNext is open source software written in Python, JavaScript and 

MySQL. Some of ERPNEXT’s key features include:Completely web-based Managing sales and sales teams Purchasing, inventory Invoicing, payments  Tasks, payroll with email, SMS.Ease of use: ERPNext is an 

interesting ERP web app because it takes the complexity out of ERP and is much more affordable than most of its competitors. The problem facing many companies nowadays is that a proper ERP system is very 

expensive and difficult to implement.This is where ERPNext is very different from most ERPs. Unlike many ERP systems, ERPNext is open-source and is designed for small to medium-sized businesses. It is based on 

wnframework, which was built primarily for the system itself but also features plenty of customization options.Customer Service:In addition to phone and email support, ERPNext offers a collection of tutorials in 

their Knowledge Base as well as helpful instruction with Guides featuring several helpful articles to get you started and keep your system running smooth.Add-Ons and Integration:ERPNext can be easily integrated 

with several other tools like Magento Shopping Cart, Quickbooks and Tally, also with marketplaces including Amazon and Ebay.The company claims that even more extensions and applications are on the way to 

further build on.In Conclusion:ERPNext is a no-frills powerful system that proves that enterprise-resource planning (ERP) systems don’t have to be really complicated and expensive to do what you need them to 

do.ERPNext gives you the tools you need when you need them at a cost most businesses can afford.The Sales Pitch :Built for small and medium sized businesses across the world.Manufacturing Ideal for discrete 

manufacturing (Make to Order, Engineer to Order). Manage material planning, shipping, sales and accounting, customer support and more.Retail Multi-store retail business can track inventory, sales, billing, 

warranties, returns and much more across all their stores.Distribution Keep track of inventory, sales, serial numbers, batches across locations and warehouses. Manage billing, expenses and purchasing.Services 

Consultancies and service providers (software companies) can manage billing, accounting, projects, support online.Features :Selling: Lead, Opportunity, Quotation, Rates Taxes Terms and Conditions, Sales Order, 

DiscountsBuying: Purchase Request, Supplier Quotation, Purchase Order.Managing Inventory: Purchase Receipt, Rejections, Quality Inspections, UOM Conversions, Currency Conversions, Delivery Note, Stock 

Entry, Sub-Contracting, Serial Numbers..Reportedly success is a subjective notion, if there ever was one. Increase your confidence by taking action. Broaden your definition of authenticity. Improve your social skills. 

Train yourself to delay gratification. Demonstrate passion and perseverance for long-term goals. Embrace a "growth mindset." Invest in your relationships. These are the scientific seven ways to achieve better 

success in your life and venture and entrepreneurship. Check out the findings from several studies, which shine a light on what it takes to achieve more in life as cited. 

Be your own boss .Create a startup and be your own boss .Let it be small or big be your own boss .A small seed can become big tree .You have to have passion commitment and good idea good networking skills .A 

start up need to have a well documented business plan investment strategy and including exit options to angel investors in the start itself aslater problem should noy crop up with founders. You should have good 

product and it should be in need and it should have better feature than other products. what is not working discontinue it .Scale it as demand grows .Do not ignore Marketing .Growth capital is very important but do 

not over raise the finance and hire good talent as an when it is required .Do not over pay as it will be very difficult to manage the start up.Time is everything .Be different find right investors and venture capitalists 

and not vulture capitalists. Raise money intelligently find the right people be sure and flexible .Do not ignore open source technology. Well documented code of conduct is very important for every employee.and 

directors of the startup.   Well defined Information technology is one of the biggest mass employers. Be different startup .Find unsolved problems of customers and solve it, everybody has problems. Many have many 

problems .Few problems are universal. Few problems are local few are national and few are international .Find unsolved problems. Companies succeed because they solve and understand the unsolved problem and 

come up with solutions that are very different from what others do. Put yourself in the customer's position; perhaps you would have experienced a pain point yourself. You may not fully understand the difficulty 

unless you experience it yourself .Develop deep customer insights. Secret of your success is in Passion, determination, vision, agility, team play, fund-raising skills.What exactly defines the DNA of a booming startup? 

What do some of the biggest names in the investment community look for in startups and entrepreneurs Clarity of vision Domain expertise? What key factors do successful entrepreneurs attribute to their triumph? 

Need to be understood diligently.  

 

 

 

CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 

 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, 

Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation, K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax 

Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and years in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince ourselves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news 

paper property politics and try to help you. We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems 

with Xerox copies, 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476 

E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 

http://money.usnews.com/money/personal-finance/articles/2012/10/12/secrets-of-self-made-millionaires
http://www.businessinsider.com/how-rich-people-think-differently-2015-8

